
INL140 Series  
Quantum Color Ultra Short Throw Laser Projectors

The INL140 Series combines short throw with high brightness and laser performance that never

fades. The 0.25 throw ratio of the 1080p model means that it can project a 100” image from just

55cm away —perfect for classrooms and other tight spaces. The INL140 Series enhances

classroom education with two HDMI inputs, powerful 16W built-in speakers, a compact chassis,

and a simple mounting system for easy set up and operation. 

Available only in Europe and Asia
Resolution up to 1080p 

INL144UST - XGA

INL146UST - WXGA

INL148HDUST - 1080p

22,000:1 contrast ratio for darker blacks and whiter

whites

30,000 hour light source life

Auto Power O� and Quick Resume functions

Full 3D capability

Remotely monitor and control over the network

Quantum Color Laser 

The INL140 Series is powered by the InFocus Quantum Color

Laser, producing vivid colors and exceptional image quality.

O�ering a wider color gamut, saturated RGB colors, and an

ultra-high contrast ratio, the Quantum Color Laser creates

bright, balanced, and strikingly clear images. And, with virtually

no color decay, the Quantum Color Laser produces remarkable

images that can be enjoyed longer. 

High Resolution 

1080p native resolution means every detail is clean and crisp,

every time. Keep the audience alert all the way to the last row

with brilliant, detailed images seconds after you turn on the

projector — there’s no need to wait for a lamp to turn on. 

High Contrast 

Get ready for amazing images in tight spaces with an amazing

22,000:1 contrast ratio. 

No Lamps to Replace 

With a 30,000 hour light source life, and no lamps to replace,

the INL140 Series cuts down on hassle and added expenses

over time. No lamp brightness decay ensures a vivid image

every time. 



Details 

Preliminary Speci�cations*
MODEL INL144UST INL146UST INL148HDUST 

Resolution XGA WXGA 1080p 

Brightness 3,600 4,000 4,000 

Contrast 22,000:1 22,000:1 22,000:1 

Throw Ratio 0.33:1 0.27:1 0.25:1 

Image Size 70-100 in. 85-115 in. 87-102 in. 

Network Control Web Management, Crestron Roomview, AMX , PJ-Link 

Connectivity 
USB A, RJ-45, HDMI x2, VGA x2 (selectable VGA out), RS232, Video, RCA L/R Audio, 3.5mm Audio Out, MIC
Input, 3.5mm Audio In 

Light Source 30,000 hours 30,000 hours 30,000 hours 

Warranty 2 Years 2 Years 2 Years 

* Product speci�cations, terms, and o�erings are subject to change at any time without notice. 
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